
ANALYSIS OF FORGETFULLNESS BY BILLY COLLINS

Forgetfulness, from Billy Collins, focuses on the gradual loss of memory all humans experience from time to time but
especially in old age.

I hate reading it and it doesn't make me cum. The poem also shifts subjects each stanza. Eventually the reader
gets through the first few readings and thinks, well, that was thoroughly enjoyable and cleverly put together
BUT By using the metaphor of retirees for memories this idea is reinforced. Kissing goodbye to something is
dramatic especially if they're connected to the arts. However, there are always moments where man is
"struggling to remember" but some are imminently vanishing. The essays in our library are intended to serve
as content examples to inspire you as you write your own essay. Let me know what you guys think in the
comments below. One way of looking at this may be that nothing is eternal. It makes the reader think harder
about what the deeper meaning of the poem is. However, if there were a rhyming pattern, the randomness
would be within limits. Even a love poem that can have so much meaning to you can leave you. At first
glance, the main theme of the poem is seemingly obvious and also the same as the title and subject. When
older, we forget names and faces and things that are important. The author of Forgetfulness, Billy Collins, is
quite the character. While I still think that this is one of the main themes of the poem I also think that another
possible theme of the poem could be that nothing lasts forever. He does not do a good job of being very clear
though. The conclusion seems to be that this is some kind of nightmare scenario. The adverb obediently does
change the understanding a little, as if all these memories are following one another like sheep, or military
marchers. It can - why not try to store to memory the order of the planets? Another possible theme for the
poem could be that every human has vulnerabilities because the poem is explaining one of the vulnerabilities
that the speaker has which is their mind or their memory. The things we think are on the tip of our tongue are
actually forgotten. The older we become, the more we begin to loose memory. Behind the light-heartedness
however is a darker undercurrent which brings a slight tragic feel to proceedings, tinged with mystery. I also
think that it is an enjoyable and interesting poem to read because it is written with variation so that the reader
can better understands the experiences that the speaker has. The literary device diction, even though in this
case is only one word, helps get across the point that the memories that once ambushed you and appeared out
of nowhere will cease to exist and will fade away. No wonder you rise in the middle of the night to look up the
date of a famous battle in a book on war. This is also ironic because the narrator cannot recall the name of the
river that makes you forget. This also lead me to think that the speaker of the poem was someone who is aging
or is older because as humans get older they tend to forget things more easily, especially if they are memories
that they had from a long time ago. And nope, we don't source our examples from our editing service! What is
really interesting is that this dark mythological river he refers to is the Lethe River from Greek Mythology
translates to "forgetfulness. The choice of words the author uses portrays helps convey the meaning which he
is trying to get across. The speaker of the poem is someone who is suffering from forgetfulness. No wonder
the moon in the window seems to have drifted out of a love poem that you used to know by heart. The name of
the author is the first to go followed obediently by the title, the plot, the heartbreaking conclusion, the entire
novel which suddenly becomes one you have never read, never even heard of, as if, one by one, the memories
you used to harbor decided to retire to the southern hemisphere of the brain, to a little fishing village where
there are no phones. When younger, we forget things such as where we put our keys. Definition terms. Our
brain consists of different parts, and it can be deceiving to the body. It seems that every time we learn
something new, we forget something that we used to know. I think the speaker is trying to send a message or
warn the reader or audience of what is to come later on in life as they age and begin to forget things.
Personification In the third stanza the quadratic equation is personified given a human action - it can pack its
bag. The title of the poem, Forgetfulness, is based upon the summary of the story. Collins wrote this poem
because he is entering this phase and has trouble remembering things. Collins also cleverly connects the
subject matter to the overall theme.


